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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The deuteron-proton (d-p) scattering at intermediatc energies (E/A ::0: 100 !lle\')

is a part icul""ly good source of information on t hc spin-dep('ndent nucleon-nucleon

(NY) interaction. The spin-dependent forces arc strong and manifest themselves

mainly through the polarization observables. Due to the spin-structure 1-~" there

exist \'arious polarization observables for the d-p scaltering. Since magnitudes of

polarization obsc]"\'ables for the d-p scattering become large with the increase of the

scattering energy. the d-I' scat tering at intermediate energies is a con\'enient means

for the' study of the spin-dependent forces.

Since the small binding energy of the deuteron produces a rather large separation

distance bctwecn its constituent proton and ncutron, the d-p scattering can be well

described by a scaltering model whose fundamental scattering process is the two

body N1V scattering. Furthermore. since the wave-length of the target proton in the

deuteron rest frame becomes as small as the size of nucleon, the single scattering

process in which one of the constituent nucleons of the deuteron undergoes a single

scattering with the target proton becomes dominant in the d-p elastic scattering at

intermediate energies. Therefore it is interesting to study how well the d-p scattering

can be described b~' the single scattering description, which is generally called as an

impulse approximation (IA). utilizing the NN scal tering amplitudes obtained from a.

number of the experimental data on the AS scattering.

Such a study is also helpful to understand the various spin-dependent phenomena

of the deuteron induced reactions at intermediate energies, for example. the d-p elastic

scattering at backward angles, the deuteron elastic scattering, the isoscalar spin

excitation by the deuteron inelastic scattering. and the spin-isospin excitation by

the (d,'He) reaction. The analyzing powers. which represent the de\'iation of the

differential cross s('ctions with polarized beam from that with unpolariz('d beam. are

closely related to various physics interests [1] as follows:

• The tensor analyzing power Tzo for the d-p elastic scattering at 1800 is se]"\"ed for

the stuei.'" of the deuteron structure. In the plane wave impulse approximation

(10\\'1:-\). TID at l80° is directly related Lo the D-state to S-state ratio of the

deuteron wave function [2].

• Three types of the tensor interactions i.e. the coordinate dependent. the angular

momentum dependent. and the momentum dependent tensor interactions can

be investigated through the tensor analyzing powers Au and An for the deuteron

elastic scattering at intermediate energies [3].

• Deuterons have spin l and iso-spin a so that the deuteron inelastic scaltering

possesses selectivi y of ::,S = O. l. 2 and :c,.T = O. Hence, the deuteron inelastic

scattering is particularly a good probe to study the isoscalar spin excitation of

the nucleus whose origin is the spin-spin interaction term of the NN interaction

[4].

• The (,U lIe) reaction'. which is (n, p)-type charge exchange reaction, is a power

ful probe to study the spin-dipole excitation (tl.S = 1, tl.L = 1) of the nucleus.

From the predictions of PWIA calculations, the states of the spin-dipole exci

tation can be resolved into the Sllbstates of the spin-parity jT = 2-, 1-, and O-

J 2J-1e is {,,,,,"O emitted protons coupled to the singlet S'state.



by observing the tcnsor analyzing powers A yy and Au for the (d 2 I1e) reaction

[5].

This favorable sit uation is considered to be due to the fact that the reaction mech-

anism becomes simple at intermediate energies. Since the deuteron wave-length be-

may contain all six tensor polarization components Pry. l'". l'yz, I'u. I'yy. and l'". the

reaction is sensitive, again because of parity conservation. only to those indicated in

Eq. (1.1).

The tensor analyzing powers A xx , A yy , and A zz satisfy the following relation

comes as sl1lall as thc sizc of t he nucleon, the deuteron-nucleon single scattcring pro- ( 1.2)

CCS5 is expccted to be 1)(' dominant in thcse reactions at intermediate energies. Thus

the d-I' scaltering, is important as a fundamental process in dcsnibing the ckutcrou

induced rf>a('1 ions al intermediate (,1l('rgiC's.

1.2 Analyzing powers for the polarized deuteron scattering

.\nalyzing powcrs for thc scattcring of thc polarized beams are obtained by mea-

suring the ratios of the scattcring yields. Typical ratios might be "left-right" and

"up-down" asymmetries, or polarized beam to un polarized beam yield r"tios.

For t 1)(' scattering of the polarized deuteron beams whose spin is I. t he most

general form of the differential cross scctions is writtcn as:

The coefficients 1'\ are the polarizations of the incident deuterons and the A's rep-

resent the analyzing powers for the polarized deuteron scattering. These properties

are defined in the Cartesian coordinates of ill k;, ); II k, x kj, and ill); x i, where

k, and kJ are thc incident and thc scattered deuteron momenta. respectively (De-

tails are described in Appendix A.). In general. an incident beam may have vector

polarization componcnts Pro I'y. and p., but becausc of parity conservation through

the reaction process, the reaction is sensitive only to the component normal to the

scattering plane so that Il r and A z are zero. Similarly. although an incident beam

so that there remain four independent observables of

The analyzing powers contain various information of spin-ckpendent interactions.

The component of Lhe analyzing powers normal to the scattering plane Ay and !\yy

are sensiti"e mainly to the spin-orbit L· S force. The Au and A" have physically

much more interesting information such as the tensor interaction or the f)-state of

the deuteron wave function. The measurement of Au and especially ;lxz is very

difficult since it requires to rotate the deuteron spin to "n "ppropriate angle at Lhe

target point. Csually the control of the spin orientation of the beam to the arbitrary

direction is not easy. In this work. Au and Au have been successfully obtained by a

nell' method of the spi n control for the cyclotron laboratory.

1.3 Historical background for studies of the cl-p scattering at
intermediate energies

There is a wide interest in hall' well few-nucleon systems can be described by using

NN interactions determined by NN scattering data. Among the fell' nuclcon systems,

the d-I' scattering should be recognized to be be studied at the beginning since it is

the simplest possible reaction between nucleon and nuclcus. II number of the vector

and tensor analyzing powers are useful to examine the NN interaction cspecially for

the spin dependent part, e.g. the spin-orbit force and the tensor force.



In the high energy region such as the incident deuteron energy (£~r) , of 1-2

CeV. the experiments of polarized proton scaLLering from polarized deuteron target

at 0." Ge\' incident proton energy (E~ab) were made by the LA\IPF group [6J and

the experiments of the polarized deuteron scattering from hydrogen target at E~ab =

1.2, 1.6, and 2.0 GeV were made by the Argonne group [7]. Many kinds of spin ob-

servables were measured at the momentum transfer range of q S 1 GeV Ic. The data

are compared with a modified Glauber model [8]. The effeels due to large scaltering

"IH'rgy such as the delta iut"rrn"diale states and double scaltering proc('ss ha\'(' 1,('('11

r('porkd to 1,(' imporlant to reproduc(' the exp('rim('ntal data.

In the low energy r('gion. E~ab S 100 7\le\', proton and deuteron polarization

obs('J'vabi<'s for the d-p elastic scaLLering hav(' be('n measured extensively with high

accuracy. Hecent review of the study on the few-body systems has be('n made by

Glockle ill R('f. [10]. TIll' highly accurate data arc compared with th(' theoretical

pr('dictions of Faddee\' theory. The three-nucleon system can be described exactly. in

principle. bv a Fadd('('v th('ory [9] if two-body NN interactions are kllown. 1I0wev('r.

the fit of I he Faddeev calculations with realistic NN pot('ntials is not satisfactory

('sp('cially for the v('ctor analyzing powers at energies, E~ab S 30 MeV where th('

[reatmell[ of the Coulomb force frequently gives ambiguity in the calculations. On

the oth('r hand, at high energy region, the effeel of the Coulomb distortion becom('s

less importallt so that an accurate comparison between experimental data and calcu-

lations becomes possible. Consequently, it is interesting to compare the experimental

data with the Faddeev calculations at intermediate energy. Such a study will give

us information on the effects due the delta degrees of freedom, relativity, and higher

partial wave components of the .VN interaction. At present, the experimental data

of the spin observables for the d-p elastic scattering at high energy region are scarce.

At a deuteron incident energy of 187 7\le\', the comparison between the data and

the Faddeev calculations has been made [11]. 1I0wever. the accuracy of the data is

not good enough to compare in detail. Thus the experimental data of the d-p elastic

scattering with high accuracy at an intermediate energy are needed for the detailed

study on the d-p scattering in terms of the Faddeev calculation.

1.4 Aim of this thesis

In th(' present experiment. the differential cross ,('ctions and all components of til<'

analyzing powers .ly. ,I yy • A xx . alld A" for the d-p scallering have be('n measur('(!

at £~ab = 2,0 \Ie\'. This is the first measurement of the deuteron analping pOW('J'S

with high statistical precision at an int.crmcdii1.tc energy.

The ultimate goal of this work is to clarify how well few-nucleon systems can

be described by using .\'.\' interaction determilll'd from .\'.\' scattering data. In this

work it is tried to examine how well the experimental data at E~ab = 2,0 ~Ie\' can

be reproduc('d by two models of the P\\'IA calculation and the three-body Fadd('('\'

calculation 3.

The scattering amplitude for the single scaLLering description is obtained by the

P\\'IA calculation. The PWIA has been successfully applied to the the 'lI(d,'He)

reaction at £~ab = 200 ~leV for the momentum transfer ranges of q S 400 7\leV. Our

data cover the momentum transfer range of q = 350 - 650 MeVIc, The predictions

of the single scattering description of the d-p elastic scattering are compared with

the data at a rather large momentum transfer region wher the analyzing powers are

expected to have large values.

The Faddeev calculations are compared with the experimental data at an inter-

mediate energy for the first time. As the energy increases, it is needed to include

3Threc-body F'addeev calculations presenled in this thesis were made by Dr. I<oike.



now, made employing an XA interaction of total angular momentum j S; :3 since the

inclusion of higher partial waves require considerable computing power. In this work,

three-body calculations with j S; 3 and S; 4 are presented to sec the contribution of

higher partial waves of j = 4 to the differential cross sections and the analyzing pow

ers. It is also interesting to see whether some discrepancies found in the low energy

region [1:3, 14, 15] are also found at E~ab = 270 MeV or not.

1.5 Preparation of the polarized deuteron beam for physics
experiments at an intermediate energy

Th" H11\ EN acc"lerator res"arch facility (B ARP) has an accelerator complex

which consists of an injector .\\T cyclotron and a main ring cyclotron (see Pig.

1.1). Th" ring cyclotron has a large I\-number of ;340 so that deuteron beams can

h" accP!Na[ed up to all energy of :!iO ~Ie\'. This is the highest energy deutcron

[,,,am produced by til(' cyclotrons in the world. Therefore, RARF is a suitable and

a nnique facility to stud)' the spin-dependent phenomena by using the deuterons at

intNmedial<' energies.

The construction of the polarized ion source at RIJ\Ei\ started at the end of 1990.

rhe source is an atomic beam type with ECR ionizer whose original design was close

to that of IIIPIOS at lUCP [161. II1PI0S was based on the source at TUNL [17].

l\lany modiGcations from the original design have been made to the RIl\EN polarized

ion source and consequently the performance of the source of beam intensity of 140

w\ at the ion source exit with 80 %4 polarization of the ideal value has been achieved

[2')].

Simultaneously, preparation of the spin control system was made in order to

measure the analyzing powers. \,.,. and Ax, which contain various information such

as the tensor interaction. POI' an interIllediate energy deuteron, the spin rotation sys-

4At the lime when this experiment was made, the achi<>ved polarizat.ion was 60- 70%.

Pigure 1.1: RIl\E:\ Accelerator Research Pacility

tem becomes extraordinary large due to the small magnetic moment of the deuteron.

At R!l\EN the spin orientation control is made with a nnique techniqne with Wien

filter which is commonly employed at the Van de Graff accelerators. The spin axis is

rotated by a Wien filter which is located in the injection line to the AVP cyclotron.

This method has been considered unsuitable to the cyclotron accelerators, since the

single-turn extraction of the beam from the cyclotron is required to maintain the po

larization of tbe beam. During the acceleration, tbe deuteron spin precesses along the

cyclotron Geld (Larmour precession). Because the g-factor of the deuteron is 0.8457,

the spin orientation ~ with respect to the beam differs turn by turn'. Therefore, the

polarization amplitude will be reduced if the deuterons which have different spin ori

entations are simultaneously extracted from the cyclotrons. The RlI\EN cyclotrons

can extract the single-turn beam so that the polarization amplitude is maintained.

5!'.fJ = 360 x (0.8457- I) 1 dog./turn. lIere, "I is the ratio of the total energy to the deuteron
rest rnass.



It is also important to measure efficiently the polarization of the accelerated beam

in order to determine the final orientation of the spin on the target. Although the

deuteron polarimeter at intermediate energies is not well established, the most prob

able candidate for the polarization analyzer is the elastic scattering on the hydrogen

target [18]. Thus, one of the purposes of the present experiment is to examine whether

the d-p elastic scattering is usable or not for the polarization analyzer.

Chapter 2

Measurement of the vector and the tensor
analyzing powers for the d-p elastic scattering at
270 MeV

In this chapter the experimental procedure and technique for the analyzing pOWl'!"

measurement is presented. All components of the analyzing powers lI y • II", An.

and A" for the d-]J elastic scattering at E~ab = 270 \le\· have been measured for the

angular range between 570 and 13 o. The measurement was made by a kinematical

coincidence method so that the ratio of the true events to accidental e'·ents was as

good as a few hundred. This is the first measurement of a complete set of analyzing

powers with high statistical precision at an intermediate energy. In the section 2.'i,

applicability of the d-]J elastic scattering to a polarization analyzer of deuteron is

considered.

2.1 RIKEN accelerator research facility

The measurement was performed at Rll,El'i accelerator research facility (RARF).

This facility is particularly suited for the measurement of the deuteron polarization

observables for the following reasons:

• The newly constructed polarized ion source provides a beam with large intensity

and high polarization.

10



• The singl<'-turn I)('am <'xtraction is available both for the injector A\'F cyclotron

~Iolccular deuterium is dissociated by means of rf (radio frequency) induced discharge

2200 115
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'I ,'I''' 2
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M \GN '1' I
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I I I I
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Figure 2.2: View of the RlI(EN polarized ion source
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3. rf transition
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electron spin selection

2. SCXIUl>olc magnets

and the main RI:\G cyclotron. This technique is crucial for maintaining the

by a lie refrigerator. l\n atomic beam with an appropriate emittance is selected by

to the nucleus by means of rf transitions. The nuclear polarized atomic beam is

1310ck diagram of producing of the polarized deuteron beam is shown in rig. 2.1.

used for focusing tl)(' atomic beam with the particular electron spin orientation. for

deuteron polarization during acceleration in the cyclotrons when the spin quan-

Figure 2.1: Illock diagram of the production of polarized deuteron beam. The
number 1~6 stands for the hfs substates number (see Appendix C). lIere pure vector
polarized deuteron beam (pz = 2/3. pzz = 0) is obtained.

tization axis is not parallel to the magnetic field of the cyclotrons.

(dissoeiator). The atoms then pass through a nozzle which is cooled down to 35 1\

2.2 Polarized Ion Source

a skimmer from the atomic flow leaving the nozzle. Two sextupole magnets arc

example. "up" state component (see rig. 2.1). The electron polarization is transferred

deuteron beam whose spin quantization axis is freely controlled.

Thus. RII\E:\ is a unique facility which provides a large intensity highly polarized

electron: f 'pm op, t 'pm dow,

production of alomic
Dbeam

1. dissocialor
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ionized by an ECR ionizer under the axial magnetic field strength of about 1 kG

and then extracted with a kinetic energy of 7.5 ke\·. The spin orientation of the beam

is freely controlled by the \\'ien filter which is installed at the exit of the source.

A schematic view of the polarized ion source is shown in Fig. 2.2. The vertical de

sign of the source provides a beam with longitudinal polarization which is convenient

for the injection of the beam into the cyclotron without using an electro-magnetic

denector. Each element of the source is described in some detail in the following

derstood due to complete recombination of the atoms at the surface of the nozzle

(indicated by the dashed curve). The temperature at which the intensity starts to

decrease can be shifted to 30 I~ if a small amount of 2 is added to the surface of the

copper nozzle (indicated by the solid curve).

The atomic beam intensity as a function of the dissociator rf power is shown in

Fig.2.3-(b). The intensity saturates with the rf power of about 100 W. The SjN of

the atomic beam. the ratio of the beam intensity with the sextupole magnets on to

s<'ctions. that with the sextupole magnet off. which has been measured at the exit of the injec-

1. Dissociator tor AVF cyclotron depends on the amount of D2 gas and was found to be maximized

~lolecular denterium is dissociated into deuterium atoms by 13.56 ~IJlz rf dis- with the D2 now of 20 ccjnlin.

charge in a Pyrex tnbe whose inner diameter is 8 mm. Dissociated deuterium atoms

arc cooled down by a cold nozzle which is placed at the exit of the dissociation tube.

2. Sextupole magnets

In the sextupole magnetic field. the deuterium atoms with their electron spin up

The atomic beam intensities are shown as a function of the nozzle temperature are separated from those with the electron spin down and arc focused at the ionizer.

in Fig. 2.:3-(a). The intensity increases with the deCl'eas(' of the nozzle temperature.

Ilow('\,er it decreases suddenly at 10 1\. This temperature dependence is well un-

The dimension of two sextupole magnets are summarized in Table. 2.2. In order to

gain the focusing power, the first sextupole magnets was designed to have strong field

3.0 (a) (b) at the entrance (see Appendix B).

of 7 kG.

Fig. 2,4 shows the atomic beam intensity for various magnetic field strength of the

magnet. The atomic beam intensity seems to saturate with the pole tip field strength

14 8.6

28 6.5
150

aperture length pole tip field
rnm4> kG ((B250 A)

Table 2.1: Sextupole magnets

entrance

exit

No.

# 1

first sextupole magnet as a funclion of magnetic field strength of the second sextupole

O2 20.0 cc/rnin.

N2 0.01 cc/rnin

50 100 150

rf power [W]

x without Nz

a with N:z{O.Olccpm)

.
\\
\ liT

\~
",

'''-''-,._------,--

0.0 L..-~---.L~~-'-..~~L

o 100 200 300 0

Nozzle Temperature[K]

Figure 2.:3: The atomic b"am intensity as a function of the nozzle temperature (a)
and til<' rf power (b)

#2 100 30 8.0

1:3 14



sexlupole field dependence 4. Ionizer

~o ~o ~o ~o ~o

Magnetic field slrenglh of lhe 2nd
sexlupole magnel [kGauss]

o 6Pi 7.5[kG]

+ 6Pi 7.7[kG]
+

biased to +7.5 kV by the four-stage extraction electrodes. The ionized deuterium

pressure in the CeR chamber. Two Ti sublimation pumps and one cryo pump arc

trodes.

charge-neutral ECR plasma enables us to extract a beam of small energy spread.

The ECR plasma is isolated from the ground potential by a Pyrex chamber and

used to evacuate the CeR chamber through a large aperture of the extraction elcc-

Due to the high electroll density of an ECR plasma a higher ionization efficiency

is expected compared to an electron bombardment ionizer. Furthermore the space-

is extracted by the electric field gradient formed by the four-stage electrodes whose

6. Wien filter

aperture is '5cmO. The degree of the polarization is largely depends on the background

-

-

+
o 0'

I

I

+
o

o 6P 1 6.4[kG]

I

II

I

3. rf-transition

units, any kind of vector and/or tensor polarizations can be produced.

The state of polarization of nucleus is chosell by utilizing the adiabatic transitions

betweell the hyper-fine-structure (hfs) states of the deuterium atom. Two kinds of the

The spin orientation at the target point is obtained by using a polarimeter which

Schematic view of the spin control system at RIl\Ei'i is shown in Fig. 2..5-(b). The

deuteron spin is rotated by a ·1; x iY Wien filter, which is installed in the injection

line to the !\\T cyclotron. without bending the beam direction. Owing to Uw low

dence PI is shown in Fig. 2.5-(a) and is fitted by a sine curve.

extraction is made for the cyclotrons so as not to reduce the polarization amplitude.

energy of the beam (7.5 ke\·). the \\'ien filter is very compact. The single turn

can measure "left-right" and "up-down" asymmetries. In order to make the spin have

appropriate angle at the target point. a certain Wien filter angle OWF is chosen from

the OWF dependence of the horizontal vector component PI' A typical OWF del'en-

transi tions
:330 ~IHz

10 !11Hz
160 !11Hz

rf frequency

Table 2.2: rf transition units.

rf units
SFT # J
\ITT #]
SFT # 2

3H.5
JH~, 2H:3, and 5H6
3H5 (high field)
2H6 (low field)

\\"1'1' #:3 ]0 \IHz IH~, 2H3, and 5H6

The number 1~6 slands for lhe hfs substales number.

Figure 2.·1: :\tomic Iwam intensity via the pole tip field strength of the sextupol,'
magnets

rf-transitioll units called as strong- and weak-field transition are located at the exit

of each sextupole magnets (see Table. 2.2). \\'ith the combination of four transition

]5 ]6



6. Operation

A typical set of the operation parameters is summarized in Table. 2.3

Wien filter angle eWI' (deg.)

Vector polarization on the target

Table 2.3: Operation parameters of the polarized ion source

100 \\.

20.0 cc/min.
0.01 cc/min.
:\5.0 1\

250 .'\
250 A

# 1 111.2 A

#2 110.0 A
25.3 10.6 \\"

0.020 cc/min.

#1 7.5 k\'

#2 7.4 k\'
# :3 5.0 kV

#4 gnd

# 1 2.1 xlO-5 Torr

#2 1.2 xlO-6 Torr

#3 3.9 X 10-7 Torr

#4 7.8 X 10-8 Torr

#5 5.9 X 10-8 Torr

Chamber

~[icro \\'ave
Buffer 1\2
Extraction electrodes II. \',

~lirror coil

1st sextupok
2nd sextupole

rf power
D2 gas flo\\'
\2 gas
1\ ozzle t(,lllp.

Vacuum

Dissociator

I~CR

Sextupole magnets

~I

PtB~
I

(b)

350300250200

-0.2

(a)

x 3-Aug-1995, Cross section measurement

Figure 2.5: (a) Ilorizontal component of Vector polarization via the Wien filter angle
0\\,1'. (b) Schematic vie\\' of the Rll\EN deuteron spin control system.
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Figure 2.6: Time depend('nce of the beam polarization. The ideal "alu"s for vector
and tensor polarizations ar" -20 and 0, respectively
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Thc vcctor and tensor polarized deuteron beams are at first accelerated up to 14

measured (se" !\pp"ndix I)) in advance by using the well calibrated polarized deuteron

TI](' cn"rgy of II \1,,\' cOlT"sponds to the injection energy of tIl(' main Ring cyclotron.

Th" <ul'llyzing POW('l'S for th" 12(,(d.p)13Cgnd reaction at E~tb = II \\('\. havp I)('en

2.3 Calibration of the absolute value of the beam polariza
tion

cyclotron. Thc absolute values of the beam polarizations. vector and tensor compo

ncnts, havc been calibrated by using the 12C(d, p)'3Cgnd reaction at E~ab = 14 l\le\·.

\1eV by the injcctor AVF cyclotron and then up to 270 l\leV by the main RING

I)('am at til(' Tan(!<'m van de Graaf accelerator of I\yushu Uni"ersity [19].

lIt E~ah = 270 \\('V, the polarization monitor system makes usc of the analyzing

powers Il y and A yy of the d-7' elastic scattering. The analyzing powers of the analyzer

have been determined as

that no depolariza! ion r"sonance is passed through during the accel"ration up to 270

MeV. furthermore, the anomalous magnetic moment of the deuteron is so small that

a partial depolariza! ion arising from the spatial dispersiou of the beam is expected

to be negligible. !\t Satul'll" [20] and Dubna [211. the normalization for the absolute

,I y = -0.:391 ± 0.007 and A yy = 0.47' ± 0.016 (201) values of th" proton and deuteron polarizations has b"en done bascd on the sanl('

where the errors are statistical ones only. Those values have been extracted under asslimption.

the assumption that the deuteron polarization was maintained and stable during the

acceleration. This assumption can be justified as follows. The beam polarization

was stable during this calibration procedure which was completed in a few hours is

small. Typical vector and tensor polarizations are plotted as a function of time in

fig. 2.6. The uncertainty from the instability of the polarization is estimated to

be about 2%. One of the major mechanism of depolarization is spin resonances in

Although the method to deri"e the A y and A yy values of the polarization analyzer

is quite reliable. it is important to measure the absolute values of the deuteron po

larizations directly. \\'e arc preparing to measure the absolute values of the vector

and tensor polarizations of the deuteron beam at E~ab = 200 l\-leV by using a unique

reaction whose spin structure is 0+ + 1+ -+ 0+ + 0-. Details are described in

Appendix II.

the cyclotron betatron oscillations. The depolarization resonance in the cyclotron

oscillations occurs on the condition of
2.4 Experimental procedure

where..., = (I - /Jlt ' /
2 and G is anomalous magnetic moment. In the case of the

deuteron the lowest kinetic energy which fulfill the resonance condition is 1.2 GeV so

..., . G = 71 (integer), (2.2)
The measurement for the d-p elastic scattering at l:;~ab = 270 l\leV was made by

using a scattering chamber at the position (a) shown in tl1(' fig. 2.7 in the experimental
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dbeam
Q

10 m

Figure 2.7: View of the experimental hall (anaIY7-ing power measurement)

hall D. I\S shown in Fig. 2.7. deuteron beams of the kinetic energy of 270 :VleV came

from right side along Ihe solid line and bombarded the CI1 2 target a.t the position (a).

.\fler hombarding tlw target, the beam was bent about 90° by the bending magnet (b)

and was transported to the polarization monitor (c) in the experimental hall E:3. The

beam charge was collected by the Faraday cup (d) which was located about 2 meters

downstream of the polarization monitor (c). The top and side \'iews of the scattering

chamber (a) arc shown in Fig.2. In order to measure the cl-p elastic scattering in

four directions of left. right. up, and down. the chamber has four exit windows whose

opening angles are ranging from 12° to 70° in the horizontal plane and from 12° to

60° in the \'CI'tical plane. Four pairs of detectors for kinematical coincidence detection

of deuteron and proton were placed symmetrically in four directions, left. right. up,

and down. Schemat ic view of one pair of the detectors are shown in Fig. 2.9. Each

detector consisted of an NE102A plastic scintillator with a thickness of I cm coupled

to an 111161 photo-multiplier tube. An aluminum block was placed in front of the

plastic scintillator! to degrade the kinetic energy of the scaltered particles such that

I In the dcp;rader material, absorpLion of lhe charged particles is taken place. Since the absorption
docs not depend 011 the' state of the polarization of deuteron or proLon, the correction due to the
orientation of polarization IS not necessary in the analysis (continued \'0 next page)

21

their energy loss in the plastic scintillator was maximized. The block diagram of the

electronics is shown in Fig. 2.10. The data were taken for coincidence trigger e\'ents

generated by the signals of the proton counter and the deuteron counter in an inlen'al

of ±100 ns. The interval ± 100 ns, which is larger than the interval of the bunched

beams of the cyclotron, was chosen so as to obtain the accidentally coincidences.

The dead time of the data acquisition was obtained by counting the number of the

triggered events and the number of the accepted e\·ents.

The deuteron beams of intensity of 10 :30 n,\ bombarded a polyethylene (('II,)

target with a thickness of 8.1 tog/cm'- The cletection of the scaltered deuterons and

recoil protons in a kinematic coincidence was essential to discriminate the cl-p ela.stic

scaltering from other scattering processes such as Ihe elaslic scattering from carbon

or the deuteron br<'ak-up process.

Since the mass of the incident particle is heavier than that of the target nucleus,

the scattered particles are confined to forward angles and their energy varies quite

rapidly with the increase of the scattering angle. The relations between the laboratory

scattering angles Op (Od) and the scattering angle in the center of mass system Oc.m ..

are shown in Fig. 2.11. An appropriate thickness of the aluminum degrader was

chosen depending on the scattering angles. Scattering angles in the center of mass

system Oc.m. were determined by the angles of recoil protons Op. The opening angle of

the proton detector ~Op was ±1.14°. The deuteron detector was designed to be large

enough to cover the solid angle determined by the proton detector. Beyond Op = 60°.

the kinetic energy of the recoil proton becomes too small to detect and consequently

The absorption occurs through the interaction with aluminum nuclei. The total cross section of
the reaction is independent from the vector polarization so that there is no effect arising from the
vector polarization of deuterons or protons. However, the total cross section, in general, depends on
the tensor polarization of deuterons l20. Rven under condition, the correction is not needed since
the tensor analyzing powcr T:!o is expected to be zero. This is b('callse the main process of the
deuteron absorption is due to t.he Coulomb break up pro('('ss which is independent of the deuteron
polarizations. In fact, the analyzing power 7"20 of the deuteron break lip with aluminum
target has been mcasur('c! at = 56 MeV and is found to be zrro [22J

In the cross section measurement, the aluminum encrgy degraders were not employed

22
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energy losses in the plastic scintillator and the differences bet ween their time of flight

from the target. The details of the data analysis are described in the next section.

The data were taken with polarized and un polarized beams of the theoretical

maximum values (pz, pzz) = (1/3, I). (0, -2), (-2/3, a), and (0. 0), where Pz and

Pzz are vector and tensor polarizations. respectively. defined as

.\'+, X_. and .\'0 arc the occupation probabilities of th" d"uteron substates with th,'

cyclically at intervals of 20 s"conds by switching the RF trallsition ullits of the ion

spin projections l. I, and O. respectively. The polarization modes were changed

(1.:1)where .\'_ + .\'0 + .\'_ = I .-,
,

. ,
I . \

150
I

100
Bc .rn. [deg.]

l'igure 2.11: I,in"matics of the d-p clastic scaltering. (Angk in laboratory system
vs. angk in center of mass system)

source. The polarization monitor system. which was installed downstream of th" tar-

get. also utilized the d-p elastic scattering at Oem. = ±90° as a polarizatioll anal,'zel'.

the nwa~urenl('nt was rpst ricted to the angular rang" 0" :":: 60° for kft and right and

0" :":: 60 0 for up and down. In order to measure angular distributions. three different

detector setups werr' "mployed (see Table 2.1). Consistency between the counter

The beam polarizations were monitored continuously and were foulld to b" 60 70\1:'

of the theoretical maximum values throughout the experiment.

2.5 Data analysis

Table 2.1: The dislances between the proton detectors and Ihe target and the solid
angles of the 1'1'01011 detectors The analyzing powers Ay. A yy . and AIr were measured simultaneously with the

set
I
n
III

20.0°, 2.5.0°. :35.0°. 40.0°
10.0°. '1:3.3°, ,1.5.0°. 50.0°, 55.0°. 60.0°

:30.0°

,500
350
.500

2. 3
2.79
:3.1·5

deuteron spin normal to the horizontal plane. The analyzing powers are defined in

the xyz frame of i // k" !J // k, x kj , and i //!J x i, where k, and kj are the incident

and scattered deuteron momenta, respectively. Following the I\ladison convention

[23, 24], yields of the d-p elastic scattering with the deuteron polarization (pz, pzz)

can be written as

Npot(O,¢) = "1'01 Nunpot(O'¢)[l +
nunpo]

systems I and II has been confirmed at 01' = 40°.

For the special case in which the outgoing deuteron and proton have the same

laboratory angle of lIearl,· :10°. th" d-p elastic scaltering in the directions of the both

of left and right (up and down) was measur"d by one pairs of detectors. The two

particles. prololls and dputerons, could be clearly distillguished by their different

3
'2 PZAy(O) cos ¢

I (. 2+ 2 pzzArx 0) sin </>

1 2+ '2 pZZAyy(O) cos </>1· (2.4)
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Figur~ 2.12: Sp~ctrum of the light output of Ll \'s. that of R2. The gate selects the
region of th~ d-p clastic scattering.

lIer~ .\,,,, and X"""o' ar~ the yi~lds with polariz~d and un polarized beams respectively,

II is t Iw number of dc'ukrons incident on the target, 0 is the scattering angle. and

<? is th~ azimuthal angle' (with respect to the beam) between the normal to the

scattering plane and the spill symmetry axis. The azimuthal angles ¢ for four pairs

of detectors in the directions of left, right. up. and down are 0, 7r. -7r /2. and 7r /2

radian, respectively.

The' yield A is obtained by selecting events with the gate for the plastic scintillator

light output of the deuteron counter and the proton counter (see Fig. 2.12) from

the coincidence events which were taken by data taking system shown in Fig. 2.10.

Accidental coincidence ~vents which were obtained from the spectrum of the difference

between the time of flight of the deuteron and that of the proton is corrected for.

27
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Figure 2.13: Spectrum of the difference of the time of flight between LI and H2.
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Figure 2.14: Spectrum of the difference of the time of flight between LI and H2 for
the selected events by the gate shown in Fig. 2.12.
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In fig. 2.13 and 2.14, th(' pcak of thc truc timingev('nts is located at the channel

of zcro and the peaks of the accidental coincidence events are located at the channel

of ± 480. The differcnce of 480 channcls corresponds to the intcrvals of thc bunched

beam from the cyclotron. Note that the peak count of the true events is not reduced

by the sdection. It implies that thc gate for the light output of thc counters was set

appropriately. Corre<'tion of the efficiency of thc data acquisition is obtained from

thc ratio I)('twccn the number of "('vent" and that of .. triggered" (sce fig. 2.10).

Ax< can be extracted from thesc yields as

A,,(O) = ]\"(0,-1r/2) ~ ]\"(0.1r/2) ,
Pzz sm2(J

and were averaged over the polarization modes.

2.6 Results of the analyzing power measurement

(2.7)

Frolll Eq. (2). by ll~ing normali:lcd yields .\"(0 1 ¢) = <~:::~::~~j::~:~OI .Ay . Ayy . and

II", werc cxtracted as

Thc measured vcctor and tensor analyzing powers A y , Il yy , An. and :l,., are listed

in Tablc 2.5 and plotted via. the scattcring anglc in the centcr of mass \"stem O"m.

This method does not require an accurate knowledge of the detector geometrics

]\"(0.0) - N'(O, 1r)
3]Jz

;V'(O,O) + N'(O,7f) - 2

Pzz
]\"(0, -7f /2) + ]\"(0, 7f /2) - 2

Pzz
(2.5)

in Fig. 2.15 with statistical errors. All the analyzing powers vary smoothly with the

scattering angle Oc.m .. The vector analyzing powcr A y crosses zero at Oc.on. = 60° and

140° and havc minimum at O,.m. = 100°. The tensor analyzing powcrs A yy . An ha"e

large positive values while Ax, have negative values in thc angular range between

57° and 138°. The solid, dashed, dot-dashed lines in Fig. 2.l5 are the theoretical

prcdictions of the faddeev
and/or eflicicncies of the detection system. The analyzing powers A y • A yy . and A".

extract.ed by Eqs. (2.5) wcrc averaged over polarization modes.

In the measurement of the tensor analyzing power A", the spin symmctry axis of

the dcutcron beam was rotated into the horizontal plane and inclined to (J = 142.2°

± o.r wherc (J is the angle between the beam direction and the spin symmetry axis

by using a Wien filter system [261. The d-p elastic scattering yields for q, = 7f /2 and

-r, /2 (left and right) are written by using (J as

]\'"npol(0,'f7f / 2)
11 pol X

nunpo]

I '. 1 (. 2(J () 2(J)I ±:2 pzzA,.,(O) sin 2(J + 2 pzz(A,., 0) Sin + A" °cos

(2.6)
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Table 2.5: Analyzing powers for the d-p elastic scattering at Edab = 270 MeV

Op Oc.m.
A y fl.A y A yy fl.A yy A" fl.A,·x AX' fl.A"

(deg.) (deg.)

20.0 137.8 -0.046 0.006 +0.559 0.020 -0.285 0.014 0.656 0.1·50
25.0 127.3 -0.199 0.007 +0.600 0.011 -0.248 0.008 0.566 0.072
300 116.9 -0.302 0.019 +0.687 0.074 -0.326 0.043 0581 0.093
35.0 106.7 -0.382 0.006 +0.612 0.018 -0.385 0.013 0.360 0.033
40.0 966 -0.400 0.005 +0.544 0.013 -0.438 0011 0.463 0.043
43.3 90.0 -0.391 0.007 +0.478 0.016 -0.450 0.014 0.481 0.032
45.0 86.5 -038J 0006 +0.491 0.016 -0.492 0.014 0.377 0.038
50.0 76.6 -0.297 0.006 +0.382 0.015 -0.502 0.016 0.339 0.040
55.0 66.8 -0.164 0.004 +0.329 0.013 -0.500 0.015 0.311 0.039
60.0 57.0 +0.030 0.003 +0.314 0.010 0152 2.4e-02

The errors arc statistical ones only.
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2. The angular distributions of the analyzing powers are smooth.

I. All components of the analyzing powers are large.

sensitivity of lIn to the tensor polarization P33 is small"'r by sin 2;J than those of

fl yy and A rx (compare Eq. (2.7) with Eqs. (2..'i)). Th",re remain a syst",matic "'nor

±29( from the uncertainty of fly. and "\yy of the polarization analyz",!". Th", tensor

and ±0.02 ~ ±0.1.5 for Ax,. A rather large errors for Ax, is due to the fact that the

The statistical errors are ±0.006 or less for Ay , ±0.02 or less for fl yy and Au.

are described in chapter 4 and 5.

Finally. 11'''' would like to mention the applicability of the d-p elastic scattering as a

of PWIA for direct elastic scattering process. respecti\·ely. Details of the calculations

calculations with the ,VA partial waves j ::; ~. and with j ::; :3. and the predictions

2.7 Application to a deuteron polarization analyzer

analyzing power An has an additional uncertainty from the uncertaint.'· of ±2% the

spin angle .d.

polarization analyzer at intermediate energies. In general, the elastic scattering with

Although the elastic scattering with carbon has large vector analyzing powers with

large cross sections, the tensor analyzing powers are very small. On the other hand,

carbon is utilized to measure a polarization of deuterons at intermediate energips.

the d-p elastic scattering has following advantages as a polarization analyzer:

Faddeev (j ~ 3 )

Faddeev (j ,;; 4 )

PWIA

PWIAfor
neutron exchange

1.0 The d-p elastic scattering

at E~b= 270 MeV

0.5

0.0

-0.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5
A

xx
'''

Figure 2.1.5: A y. Ayy . JI,-r. and An for the d-p clastic scattering at E~ab = 270
ivleV. TIl<" solid, dashed, dot-dashed lines arc theoretical predictions of the Faddeev
calculation with the IY!\' partial waves j ::; 4, and that with j ::; :3, and P'vVIA fOJ
direct elastic scattering process, respecti\·ely. Dotted lines are PWIA predictions for
the neutron transfpr r"'action.

o 60 120
ec.m. (degree)

180 3. The clear event identification by a coincidence method is possible.

Therefore the d-p elastic scattering is suitable for the simultaneous measurement of

vector and tensor components of deuteron polarization. There exist deuteron po-

larimeters which utilize the d-p clastic scattering. AIlBA 0 [18] is dedicatNI to mea

sure the tensor polarization 120 of scattered deuterons. DPOL [27], which has been

:31 :32
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constructed to measure polarization transfer coefficients for the deuteron inelastic

scattering, was designed to measure all components of the scattered deuteron polar

i7.ation simultaneously by utilizing the d-p elastic scattering as well as 12C(d. d). and

II1(d.2p)n reactions. At RII~E:\, the d-p elastic scattering is also utilized to measure

the beam polarization. It takes only 10 minutes to obtain the vector and tensor po-

larizations to a statistical accuracy of a few percent.

It should be noted that Ihe tensor analyzing power JI" (= -(A yy +,tn)) crosses

zero at Oo.m. = %.GOand consequently t he beam inknsity of Ihe polarized beam can

be obtained by the sum of the count-rales of left, right, up. and down at Oc.m. =

86.6°irrespective of the beam polarization. From Eq. (2.'1) the sum of the left. right,

up, and down yields arc derived as

(2.8)

Therefore, at Ihe angle where ,4_, = O. the sum of the \"ft, right. up. and down yield

is proportional to the number of incident particles n"ol irrespecti"e of the beam po-

larization.

As is clear that the d-p elastic scattering is a convenient and reliable tool to an

alyze the deuteron polarizations. Therefore the d-p elastic scattering will be used

extensively as a polarization analyzer at intermediate energies.
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Chapter 3

Measurement of the differential cross sections for
the d-p elastic scattering at 270 MeV

The measurement of the differential cross sections were made separately to im

prove an accuracv in the absolute values. The beam transport downstream the target

was changed to minimize the loss of the beam current between the target and the

Faraday cup. In the case of til(' analyzing power measurement, the beam was trans-

ported to the polarization monitor after bombarding the target. In this arrangement,

the loss of the beam charge was expected at the bending magnet (b) (sec Fig. 2.1)

which has a small aperture. The new arrangement has made an accurate measure

ment of the beam charge possible.

3.1 Measurement and result

The differential cross sections were measured with unpolarized deuteron beam with

a polyethylene film target whose thickness was 40.5±0. mg/cm'- The size of multiple

scattering of the beam by the target is estimated to be ±0.04°. The beam intensity

was 1~3 nA. Note that the thickness of the target was not changed by bombarding the

beam. The yield at Op = 20° which was measured at the beginning of this experiment

agrees with the yield at Op = 20° measured at the end of the experiment within

the statistical error. The diameter of the beam spot on the target was less than

2 mm. The experimental setup was basically the same as in the analyzing power

:3·'
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Figure :3.1: View of the experimental hall (cross section measurement)
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Figure 3.2: Beam envelope for the croSS section measurement.
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except for the following points to retain the accurac)':

1. The counters of up and down were not used in the cross section measurement

2. Aluminum degraders were not used in the cross section measurement to avoid

the loss of deuteron and proton nux by interactions in the degrader material.

3. After bombarding the target, the beam was transported by two triplet Q-Ienses

to the new Faraday cup which was ",bout 10 meters downstream the target

along the straight line.

It should be noted that the eRective solid angle of the Faraday cup (f) is 0.7xl0-3

sr so that the number of particles which are scattered into the Faraday cup is neg-

ligibly small. The differential cross sections are listed in Table :3.1 and plolled in

Fig. 3.3. The solid, dashed, and dot-dashed lines are the same as in Fig. 2.15. The

statistical uncertainties, which are smaller than the size of the solid circle symbols.

arc within ±1 % for all angles. The measured yields of left and right counters agreed

within ±3%. which implies the error arising from a geometrical misalignment of the

Table :3.1: Differential cross sections for the d-p elastic scattering at E~ab = 270 MeV

Op O,.m dJjdflo.m f>dJjdfl,.m
[dog.] Iclog.] Imb/sr] [mb/sr]

20.0 137.8 0233 0.003
25.0 127.3 0.227 0.002
30.0 116.9 0.228 0.004
35.0 106.7 0.240 0.003
40.0 96.6 0288 0.005
43.3 90.0 0.357 0.003
45.0 86.5 0.401 0.003
50.0 76.6 0.541 0.004
55.0 66.8 0.766 0.006
60.0 .57.0 ] .088 0.011

The errors are statistical ones only.
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Table :3.2: Systematic errors for the different ial cross sections

Origins of systematic errors

Target thickness ±2%
Detection efficiency ±3o/c
Charge collection ±.5%

scattering is found to be less than 11< . The size of til(' contribution to the analyzing

powers is also found to be less than lo/c .

counters. effici('nci('s of t he data taking system. and background subtrartion, is esti-

llIat"" to I", wit hin ±:l';{. Th('r(' r('mains a systematic "ITor dll(, to incomplet(' charg('

('olkction of th,' b('alll. I h(' cakulat('d beam envelop(' of th(' pr('s('nt measurement is

shoWII in Fig. :1.2. The maximum siz(' of the beam downstream the target is less than

2 cm in diamet('r which is nlllch smaller than the size of til(' beam tube of 6 cm in

diamet('J'. Th('refore th(' beam charge was collected by the Faraday cup without any

loss. 1l0wev('J'. in practice, th(' efficiency of the collection depends on the condition

of th(' beam transport which is largely afT('cted by the cyclotron condition. Based on

se"eral ('xperiences. w(' estimate the size of the systematic error by the incompl('t('

charge collecl ion less than ±.51<. The total uncertaint ies in the final cross section

are statistical error of ± 1% and systematic errors of ±2% (target thickness) ±3%

(detection efficiency) ±5% (beam charge).

3.2 Effect of carbon in the polyethylene target

120
ec.m (degree)

180

Faddee\ (j" 4 )

Faddeev (j,,3)

PWIA

PWIA for
neutron exchange

It should be noted that the proton knock-out reaction from the carbon contained

in the polyethylene target might influence the result of the d-p elastic scattering

measurement since some of the final products in some cases such as the knock-out

reaction 12C(d.dp)" 13 arc indistinguishable from those of the d-p elastic scattering.

\\'e have nl('asured coincidenc(' yields of deuterons and protons with a carbon target

at an angle corresponding to O"m. = 86.6' of the d-p elastic scattering. It is found that

the contribution of the 12C(d,dp)" 13 knock-out reaction to the measured d-p elastic
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Figure 3.3: Differential cross sections for the d-p elastic scattering at Elab = 270
Me\'. The solid, dashed, dot-dashed lines are the same as in 2.15 d



Chapter 4

Impulse approximation for the d-p elastic
scattering

p

d

p

d

space

L,m,
1n this chaptcr the d-p clastic scattering is considered in terms of impulse approx

imation model wherc one of the nucleons in the deuteron makes a single scattering

with proton. Since the wave length of the incident deuteron at E~ab = no MeV

bccomcs as small as the sizc of the nucleon, it is expected that the single scattering

procC'ss becomes dominant. The basic formalism of the impulse approximation for

thc d-p clastic scattering is introduced in the following sections 4.1, 4.2, .1.3, and 4.4.

In order to simplify the calculation of the scattering matrix. an additional approxi

mation of optimal factorization is made and described in section 4.2. In section 4.5,

the difrerential cross sections and the spin observables are derived. Comparisons of

the impulse approximation model prediction with the experimental data at E~ab =

270 MeV are presented in section 4.6 and discussions are made in section 4.7.

4.1 Scattering matrix

An impulse approximation formalism for the d-p elastic scattering is derived fol

lowing the basic idea of the PWIA for the (d, 'He) reaction which is introduced by

l3ugg and Wilkin [28]. The following approximations arc made: Thc effects arising

from multiple scattering are neglected; The D-state component of the deuteron wave

function is not included; l\on-relativistic treatment is made; 8xchange process is not
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Figure 11.1: Scattering diagram for the d-p elastic scattering

considered.

fig. 4.1 shows a scattering diagram for thc d-p clastic scattering in the center of

mass system. ]n the diagram. time-axis and spatial axis are taken along horizontal

(left to right) line and vertical (down to up) line. respectively [291. The initial and

nnal state of the d-p clastic scattering are described by the deuteron internal wave

function ,pM with spin projection .If, the proton internal wave function </,m with spin

projcction m, and the deuteron-proton wave function with relativc momcntum 2k. [n

impulse approximation, one of the nucleons in the dcuteron undcrgoes a single scat-

tering with proton as shown in Fig. 4.2 where ji is the deuteron internal momentum.

The impulse-approximation amplitude is representcd as

(4.1 )

The argument i is the relative position between two nucleons in the deuteron. I;;N
is the NN scattering amplitude between the j-th 1 nucleon in the deuteron and

thc proton. In calculating this amplitude the I SN should be integrated over thc

'I: proton in the deuteron, 2 neutron in the deuteron, 3- target proton

110



k/= k, - q

Fignrc 1.2: Scheme of thc single scatLering process

Figurc 1.:3: "qp frame for the .\'.\' scall"ring

with the unit vectors II ,q. Pwhich are defined by tl10 initial momcntuill [, and 1hc

final momentum kl .

The parameters 7\'N, (I and the initial and final momenta [" [I arc related through

approximation is introduced. 'ince IN'\' varies slowly with the target momentum(on

th" dcuteron scale), it is permissible to take it out of the int gration at some optimal

"a!t", of /)". Then t he amplitude can be represented by the product of the deuteron

form factor ..L-( (/) and spin scattering mat rix Z;

(16)

( 1.1)

F = .Is(/) Z

r!w form factor of thc deuteron is:

and Z represents the spin part;

(4.2)

(43)

:\ote that, since the effect of the Coulomb force is included in the prolon-proton

scattering amplitude, the effect of the Coulomb force between deuteron and proton

is automatically taken into account in the calculation with the form of Born approx-

imation.

4.2 Optimal factorization
(4.4)

The .\'.\' amplitude I;~'s e.g. neutron-proton and proton-proton scaltering ampli

tudes, are given as a function of ON,\, and scattering energy T,\'N in the convention of

I\MT (Kerman ~1c~lanus Thaler) notation [301 by

I;~S(T.O) = A+C(aJ·h + a3·,1)+B(aJ·'-') (a3·"')+E(aJ·q) (a3·q)+F(aJ'7') (a37'),

(4.5)

II

The single scatLering diagram in the deuteron Breit frame (or Brick Wall system)

[31) is shown in Fig. 4.4. In this frame the most appropriate choice of the optimal

momentum is P = °[32). The choice of the optimal momentum P= °results the

[-3 scattering itself in the Xi\' Breit frame (fig. 1.5) on thc on-cnNgy-shcli condition

in Ni\' scattering. The choice of the optimal momentum in the dcuteron Breit frame

Po as zero implies that the optimal internal momentum is -f(1 in the Breit frame.



K -q12 K+q12

-'112 '112
rigure -1.-5: ScattNing diagram between the target proton and O'J(' of the nucleons
in deuteron

and neutron spins as

Figure 4. I: Deuteron-proton scattering diagram in deuteron Breit frame

i.e., the optimal internal momentum in the d-p center of mass frame po is -~q. The

.\'.Y seal t('ring amplitudes of I~q. I.:) are obtained from thC' lluc!('on-l1uc!con scat lpring where T'2 is a spin projection operator (see Appendix C) for 8d = 1 triplet state

1.2 1.2

L (IMI ~ 1)), ~ m,)
ml.m2=±~ ~ ~

L T12I\m,)pl\m,)n,
lnl,m2:::=±~

(4.9)

phase shift anal.'·sis code S,\ID(SP9-lj [33J. represented as

(4.10)

Spin operator Z is written as

4.3 Spin part of the scattering matrix Z 1,'(Oss) L L .(\m,I.{\m,1 T 12 [A,3(OSX. Tss )
J=I,2 ml,m2=±t

The NX amplitudes for the diagram shown in rig. 4.5 corresponds to the ampli

tudes of scattering angle OS,Y and kinetic energy Ts,y as;

and averaged over the nucleon number in deuteron. i.e. the amplitudes are averaged

Over the neutron-proton and the proton-proton channels.

The spin part of the deuteron wave function 1\~1) cau be written by using proton
system. It is also needed to translate the spin part to that in the deuteron-proton

which is required because the NN amplitudes are given in the NN center of mass

(4.11)

(4.12)

+ B,3(O,YN, T,YN) (a'. ii + 0'3. ii)

+ C,3(0,y,y, T,y,,) (a'. ii) (0'3. ii)

+ E,3(OSS, T"s) (a' .<1) (0'3. <1)

+ F,3(ONN, TNN ) (a'. p) (0'3. p)J T I2 I\m,).I\m,).

f\(O,YN) is a kinematical factor defined as

K(ONN) = sin ONN dONN,
Sill Dc .lll . dOc .m .

(4.8)

- (~j{ + ~q) . (V{ - ~q) -1 IRI2 - Icn 2
cos I - _ _ = cos _ ..

IV,' + ~ci1IV\ - ~cn 1f\12 + 1ci12

1 (I/{ +<11 2) = -?I (IJ{1 2+ Icn2j
2171 ..,1TI
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Figure ~.6: I\inematics for the optimal factorization approximation

0.10

~ 0.05
~

001

ccnler of mass system. though it is neglected here since the difference between O"s

and Oe-m. is as small as a few degrees.

4.4 Form factor

The from factor

Figure ~.7: Form factor As(q)

4.5 Observables

~[aking an optimal factorization approximation, the scattering matrix for the d-p

elastic scattering is represented as

(4.t:3) F= .-15' Z:, (-1l6)

can be analytically integrated o\'er angular part O. and 0 as

J sin q,-/2 2
As(f) = ~r. 19sI2

--/.-,- dr
qr 2

(-1l4)

where As is a form factor and Z is a spin scattering matrix. From the scattering

matrix. the differential cross section is obtained as follows:

By using this form the form factor was numerically integrated over radial part r. In

the calculation a parameterized deuteron wave function (I\ppendix F) is used.

¢ ( .) - !:!J.!J.vo ,_ (fl~C exp(-01Jr)s' - 10 \, - L J
l' 4r. i=1 l'

The form factor vs. transferred momentum q is shown in Fig. 4.7.

-15

(41.5) The spin observables of spin operator S are

Tr [FSF+] Tr [ZSZ+]
Tr[FF+] Tr[ZZ+]

L (01I,012,013IT I2 S 7"2+101,,012,013)
1111,fTl2,m3=±&

L T I2 +I01,,012,013)

46
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The results have been obtained by quantizing along the paxis of Eq. (-1.6) shown in

The spin observables arc independent from the form factor and the kinematical factor.

The vector and tensor spin operators in the spherical coordinate are defined in terms of

the spin operators of thr individual nucleons;JI and;P and total spin 5 = ~ (a l +a')

T' - .) 3 Re((A + B)"C)
11 - Of~ ·7 :31A12 + 51CI2 + 211312 + 21EI2 + 211"12 ( 1.:32)

by Fig. 4.3. These variables can be converted into ones referring to quantization along

0. 20 A(:35; - 2) = 2~ (:la;a; - 1) (~.19)

0."", /3 C; C; C; C;Of 2 (-±-,+. ,"±)

Of~ (a;a; + a;a; ± ia;a; + ±ia;a:) (UO)

0.2±2 ~l (5±)2 = ¥(S, ± iSy)'

/3 ( '2 '2 .,., ., ') (-I2J)4 °rt.7x - CJyCJy ± UJJ.Oy + ±10y O"r

~ (·1.22)0. 10 .)8,

0.,±, :3 (5C;) ( 12:l)-2 ,±,.y

the beam direction by using the standard transformations for tensor polarizations.

:\ow the analyzing powers for the cl-p elastic scattering by an impulse approximation

with the deuteron S-wave function as follo\\'s:

(1.:3:3)

T" (2cos
2

\ - 1)ReT;, - sin \ cos\(1~eT;., - ~T;o) + icos \Im 'f~, - isin \IJll"~,

(I.:}I)

1'22 ~(I + cos" \)Re1';., +sin \ cos\Re1"2l + 4sin2 \7~0+ icos \Im 1';, + isin 1m '/~,

(Ui)

The' traces of bi-linear combinations of the spin operator Z arc ("'a!llaled by using

and the "ector and tensor analyzing powers in spherical coordinate arc

rules shown in appendix c: and the obsen'ables are deri"ed as follows:

(~.36)

(4.37)

(4.38)

4Re((A + B)"C)
31AI2 + 51CI2 + 21131 2 + 21EI2 + 21F12

-/31'22 - ~1'20
J2

4 (ICI2 + 11312) - 2 (IEI2 +21F12)

:31A12 + .SICI2 + 21131 2 + 21EI2 + 21P1 2

4 2 '1"
'y )3' 11

where \ is the angle of rotation about ii between the two frames (see Fig. ·1.6) ;

through the following relations shown in appendix A. Though, Ayand Ayy are easily

The other observables in the spherical frame were translate'd to Cartesian frame

obtained from 1" as

(,1.24)

(4.25)

(4.29)

(4.30)

(431)

(426)

(4.27)

(4.28)

:31A12 + 51C1' + 21131 2 + 21EI' + 21FI'

-~ [ICI2 + 1131' + IEI2 - 21F1']
J2

-if [ICI
2+ 1131

2
-IEI

2
]

(Z0. IO Z+) = 0

Of2/3iRe((A + BrC)

1 [ ICI
2

+ 1131' + IEI 2
- 21FI

2
]

-72 31.'112 + 51CI2 + 21131 2 + 21EI2 + 21F12

3 [ ICI
2

+ 1131' -IEI
2

]
-2 31AI2 + 51CI2 + 21131 2 + 21EI2 + 21t"12

o

(ZZ+)

(Z0.20 Z+)

(Z0.2±2Z+)

(Z0.2±J Z+)

(Z0.I±'Z )

T'20

l'

- -

----- - - -



4.6 Results of the PWIA calculations

TIH' results of the P\\·IA calculations for the analyzing powers and the differential

cross sections are shown by dot-dashed lines in Figs. 2.15 and :3.3 together with the

experimental data.

1'11<' sbape of the differential cross sections is reproduced by the P\\"L\ calcula

tion at forward angles (:'0 90°) reasonably well. The PWIA prediction falls off rapidly

with the increase of th(· sfattering angle beyond 90°. while the experimental data

show millimllm and fOllstallt ,·alues at the sfaltering allgles between 1000and 1·10°.

This rapid fall off is due to the behavior of the form factor /ls('l) with the increase

of the momentum transfer 'l (sec Fig..1.7).

Concerning with the allalyzing powers of A y and An' their gross behaviors arc

roughly reprodufed. The falculation docs not reproduce t he shape of the Ay at back

ward angles. \\'hile the experimental data of A yy and Au have either positive 01

lIegatin·large ,·alues at angles bet\\"(cen 57° and n8°. the predicted values arc either

crossing zero at 90° or almost zero

Summarizing the comparison between the predictions of the present P\\'IA calcu

lations and the data, the behaviors of the experimental data at the angles less than

90° arc roughly reproduced for the differential cross sections and the analyzing powers

A y and Ax, by the calculation which is yet in a primitive stage. The tensor analyzing

powers A yy and '\xx arc not reproduced. In order to improve the fit the inclusion of

the effects which are neglected in the calculation might be needed.

4.7 Discussions

At this point it might be useful to review the effect which is lIeglected in the

framework of the present P\\'IA calculation:

19

Figure 1.8: Diagram for tl1<' direct neutron eXfhange reaction

1. Neutron exchange process is 1I0t considered.

2. Deuteron D-SUlte is neglected.

The neutron exchange process in which the neutron in the deuteron is transferred to

the target proton fOrtning a deuteron. might be dominant at backward angles since

its form factor becomes maximum at 180°.

The deuteron D-stat<- is. in general. important for the tensor analyzing powers.

Although the inclusion of the deuteron D-state in the P\\'lA calculations is possible

in principle, it is too involved because of a number of the terms. The deuteron wave

function is composed of 6 terms and the NN scattering amplitude is composed of 5

terms so that the d-]) scattering amplitude consists of 6x5x6 = 180 terms. It is not

at all simple any more loosing the merit of the simplicity of the PWIA treatment.

Therefore, we invest igate the neutron exchange process which is still simple enough

to handle hoping that the fit of the analyzing powers at backward angles will be

improved.

The simplest neutron exchange process might be the olle shown in Fig. 4.8.

Similar to the P\vIA calculation for clastic channel, the scattering amplitude l"ex for

·')0



the diagram shown in Fig. 4.. can be expres,ed as

(4.39)

Chapter 5
lIere II" is the form factor;

(4.40)
Three-body calculation

where i{,. P, arc' initial and final momenta. respecti"dy and Ii is the relati"e position

of the proton and the deuteron. The spin part of the scattering matrix Z is represented

"(\;"1 Id(\nl I\m dl\~J p

(\~II(\~II(\~II T
23

T'21\~.lI\;'..lI\~n.l (4.41)

In this chapter, the data are compared with the predictions of the three-body

Faddeev calculation. The Faddeev theory describes few-hody system exactly, in prin

ciple. In section 5.1, the basic idea of the Faddeev theory is described. In section 5.2.

the outline of the three-body calculation for the d-7' clastic scattering at E~ab = 2,0

!\leV with a separable potential n1f'thod is described I. The result of the three-body

(5.1)

The calculated differential cross sections and the analyzing powers are shown in

Fig. :3.:\ and Fig. 2.15, respecti,·e!y. by the dotted cun'es for the angles between \·\0·

and 100·. "ote that the II. is predicted to be zero in this model.

The differential cross sections are predicted to be large values at backward angles

as expected. while those of the direct elastic process are almost zero. The behaviors

of the analyzing powers differ from those of the direct elastic process. The predicted

signs of 1\ •• and Au in this model are opposite to those in the direct process.

Inclusion of the neutron exchange process seems to improve the fit to the data.

l!owever there still remains a discrepancy in the differential cross sections at 0 =

90·~ 110· where the cross sections have minimum values. It is certainly interesting

how the prediction in P\\'IA can be improved by taking into account the interfer-

ence between the direct and the exchange amplitudes as well as the deuteron D-state.

51

calculation is compared with the data in section ·).:3 and discussions arc made.

5.1 Faddeev theory

L. D. Faddeev has succeeded to describe a three-body system in terms of two-body

scattering. Faddeev equation in a general form is written as;

( ~~: ) = ( :~: ) + (1~3 1~2 :~:) ( r~:) ,
T31 131 131 131 0 T31

where T,) is the three-body scattering I-matrix. Ii) is a two-body Nfl' scattering t-

matrix which can be obtained by solving Lippman-Schwinger equation, and G. is a

Green function in a free space. From the F'addeev equation, it is easily understood

that the three-body I-matrix can be represented in a form of expansion by two-body

scattering I-malrix as:

I The F'addeev calculations presented in t.his thesis were- made by Dr. Koike, llosel umverslty

'32



rearrangement channel

J2+I••
k

of the Coulomb distortion in the manner of Ref. [:35]. nH' d-1l scattering I-matrix is

obtained by solving the Faddeev equation with an XS interaction. rhe calculation

was performed with the full two-body interactions for J :::: I ill\'oh'ing 9' coupled

channels for the scattering system. To solve the equation with a large number of

coupled channels as ill the present case, a separable expansion method is cOIl\'enienl.

In the present calculation. the Argonne 1',,, potential [:)61 is employed and wn\"Crted

to a separable series by l'SE [37. 38]. The advantage of L'SE is that the separable

+j~" + •••I,.
k

I'-igure 5.1: The first few terms in the multiple scattering series for elastic and
reanang,elllent pro("e55es. The hatching represents that two nucleons are in bound.

series converges quickly. The ranks in the separable e:\pansion used are shown in

Table 5. L By using a separable two-boely I-matrix. two-elinH'llsional integral Fadelce\'

Table 5.1: The ranks in the separable expansion of the :\rgonlle v" pO(('lltial for j
:::: 3 and j = "

(5.2)

partial j :::::3
waves 3S,_3d, J .~o 'p, 3pO 3p, 3pz-3f2 'd2 "ld2 3d3-393 'h 3h
ranks 9 I .5 ·1 ·5 ·1 1 6 :3 :3

In Fig..'i.1. the three-body scattering diagram expanded in terms of two-body scat-

tering process is shown.

partial
waves

ranks

j = cl

3.f"_3h,, '9" 39 ,
3 2 2

In the three-body calculation the multiple scattering process, rearrangement pro

cess (exchange). the contribution of off-the-energy-shell components of SS interac

tions, and the deutNon D-state are fully included.
equations are reduced to coupled one-dimensional integral equations. The resulting

one-dimensional coupled integral equations are converted to a matrix with 32-point

Gaussian quadrature on a deformed contour. From the obtained matrix, a Born se-

5.2 Calculation for the d-p elastic scattering at E~ab

MeV
270 ries is produced for the three-body on-shell scattering amplitude by using the Pade

approximation which makes the Born series converge.

.'\ three-body calculation with a separable expansion method [34] was performed

for the d-p elasti(" s("altering at E~ab = 270 i\lc\'. Three-body force is not considered

and the coordina(('s are I rea ted non-relativistically. The d-p scattering I-matrix is

approximated by a modified d-n scattering I-matrix which is corrected for the effect

5·'



5.3 Comparison with the data and discussions

The result> of tl,,' calculation with the ,Vi\' interaction of j::; 3 and those of j::; 4

are shown in Fig. "2.15 and 3.:3. Dashed and solid lines arc the results of the calculation

with j::; :1 and j::; I, rcspcct ively. [n Fig. 5.2, the difference between the calculation

and the data is also shown. All components of the analY2ing powers are found to

Ii
x
Q)

b
""-
~

p.
X
Q)

b

I

0.6

0.4

0.2
------------------------------_-<>-_o_.o. }_°.Y~_

<>

Figur" 5.2: Difference of the calculation (j ::; ,I) and the data. 'I'll<' size of tlte
discrepancy is 30% at Oc.m. = 1170 ~ 1380

.
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o

~ 0.01-----------------1
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b
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til<' tensor part of th" Argonn" "I.' potential is determined ac"'quately. Inclusion of

notahl" 1)('("allS(' th" fit of th" c;dculation to til<' data is qllit" poor at low Plwrgips.

tit" j = I wav" sliglttly improves the fits of the calculated analyzing powers especially

be reproduccd surprisingly well. The well-reproduction of the analyzing powers is

part of th" .\".V int"raction at low energies. is described well, it might indicate that

Sin("c th" t"nsor analyzing power Ax =, which is known to bc scnsitive to the tensor

for A,.,.. H.v \\'itala II al.. Faddeev calculations with j::; 4 have been performed at

E~r = 1:11 \1,'\' and 187 ~Ic\' [1I]. They also reportedthatthc inclusion of the j =

I highN part ial wavc onlv slightly changE'S til<' theoretical prediction with j ::; :3.

In contrast. thc fit to thE' differential cross sections is poor. The calculated cross

sections arc :30'1< smallN than the experimental values at angles around Oc.m. = 1200

whNe the cross sections havc a minimum (sec Fig..5.2). Inclusion of the j = 4 partial

wa\'e does not improvc the prediction obtained with j::; :3.

The analyzing powers are ordinary tbought to be much more difficult to be

reproduccd by calculation than the cross sections are so that it is surprising that

the calculated cross sections are smaller by 30% than the data at the angles where

the cross sections have minima while a good reproduction of the analyzing powers is

obtained.

In order to see thc energy dependence of the disagreement found in the differential

cross sections. wc havc performed calculations with j::; 3 for dcuteron incident energies

of 1:30 ;'Ile\' anel 190 ~Ic\' and compared these with the existing experimental data

[39.40] in Fig. 5.4 togcther with the data at E~ab= 270 MeV. Note that the differential

cross sections are not presented in Ref. [Il]. The calculatcd diffcrential cross sections

are persistently smaller than the measured valucs. This might imply that a tuning

of the Argonne "II potential is needed although the analyzing powers arc describcd

well with it. Otherwise it might be needed to makc modification of the three-hody

Faddeev calculations because in the calculation only two-body force is considered.

[t is generally difficult to modify the AN interactions because of thc constraint

of their normalization. Therefore. here. considerations are made focusing to the

modification of the three-body calculations.

One plausible explanation for this disagreement might be due to the S-wave

component of deuteron-proton interaction. One of the candidates to correct the S-

wave interaction is the inclusion of the three-nucleon interactions ('I' I), for example,

the delta degrees of freedom. Note that TN I is not included in the present calculations.

The delta intermediate state in the three-body scattering at intermediate energies is

much more important than it is at low energics. The dclta intermediate statc is

generated by exchanging two pions among the three nuc"'ons as shown in Fig. 5.:3.
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Figur(' 3.:3: "' \\'0 pion ('xchang(' thre('-llucleon for("('. 1)('lta is g('n('rated in the inter
nl('dial<' stat(',

In TNl as an int('radion of two-pion exchang(', L = 0 component is dominant so

that TNI is diredlv r('la(ed to the S-wave component of the partial wave interactions

between deuteron and proton of 2S'/2' TNI is known to be important to predict the

property of the binding energy of the tbr('e-nucleon bound state whose spin party is

.\t a low energy r('gion. a discrepancy between the calculation and the data was

poinl<'d out in the 28,/2 wa'"(' [n. [,I]. In Ref. [1:3]. a phase shift analysis has bee

made for the d-p elastic scattering at E~ab = :3 r-le\' and consequently a discrepancy

between the result of the phase shift analysis and the Faddeev calculation in 25,/2

partial wave interaction was found. In Ref. [14], a disagreement between the data

and the calculation in the differential cross sections at E~ab = 5 ~ 18 r-leV is also

reported. It is pointed out that one important reason for the disagreement is the

wrong prediction of the S-wave component of the deuteron-proton interactions.

At present, the effect of the delta degrees of freedom on the three-nucleon system

has been examined only for the bound state [41]. The inclusion of the delta degrees

It should be noted that another possible explanation i, the rclati"istic effecl.

Although, at present, the size of the relativistic effect on the differential cross sections

and on the analyzing powers can not be estimated. The relativistic treatment ha'

not been established yet and it still remains one of the fut ure interests.

of freedom should be made for the three-body scattering state in order to see whether

the puzzle can be proved bv the inclusion of the delta in the calculation for the three-

o 60 120
Bern. (degree)

180

bodv scattering processes.

;j7

figure 5.4: Differential cross sections at E~ab = 130 MeV [:39J, 190 MeV ['10], and
270 MeV (present) data with the predictions of the three-body calculation,
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Chapter 6

Summary and conclusions

With an interest in how well few-nucleon systems can be described by using two-

body Ni\' interactions determined by AN scattering data, the differential cross sec

tions and the vector and tensor analyzing powers A y , A•• , Il u , and AX' for the d-p

elastic scattering were measured at E~ab = 270 IIleV. This is the first measurement

of a complete set of the deuteron analyzing powers for the d-p elastic scattering at

an intermediate energy. All components of the analyzing powers show large absolute

values at around Oc.m. = 90° and vary smoothly with the scattering angle. These

features, large and smooth behavior of the analyzing powers. are extremely useful for

the accurate determination of the deuteron polarizations. The polarimeter making

use of the d-p clastic scattering, therefore. allows us to measure very efficiently the

vector and tensor components of the deuteron polarizations simultaneously.

Tbe results are compared with the predictions of the PWIA calculations. In the

single scattering description, one of the nucleons in the deuteron undergoes single

scattering with the target proton. 1\'ote that there exists no adjustable parameters in

the calculations. The experimental data, except for Ay • and Axx , are roughly repro

duced at the angles less than 90°. Consideration was made for the neutron exchange

process which have large cross sections at backward angles. In order to improve the

fit, it might be needed to include the effects of the interference of the direct elastic

and the neutron exchange processes as well as deuteron V-state. The experimental
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data at forward angles and backward angles are desirable for further ill\·e'tigation.

The data are also compared with the three-body Faddeev calculation with no

adjustable parameters. \\"hile the fit of the Faddeev calculations to the data at low

energies is poor, a good reproduction of the data is obtained at E~ab = 270 ~leV.

1I0wever, the fit of the differential cross section is not satisfactory. This is surprising

since, in general, it is more difficult to obtain a good reproduction of the analyz

ing powers than the differential cross sections. At present, the explanation of the

disagreenwnt is not understood yet. The inclusion of the three-nucleou interaction

might improve the fit since its importance has been reported in the low energy region

[I:J, 14, 15]. It is also interesting to investigate whether the fit is improved by an

explicit inclusion of the della degrees of freedom [41]. It should be also noted that it

is important to study the rok of relativity which is one of the current issues in the

study of the few-nucleon systems [.121. We hope that our data with high statistical ac-

curacy stimulate theoreticians to do a calculation by taking these crfects into account.
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Appendices

A. Spin polarization for 5 = 1 - The Madison convention -

./
'1. P..-----y

Figure 6.1: Definition of the spin angles /3 and <;>. The deuteron is scattered in the
x-z plane.

Following the Madison convention, the form of the differential cross sections is written

and the vector and tensor polarizations are defined as

67

(
Px) (Sinpsinq,)

fi= Py = Pz sin/3cos¢ ,
Pz cos q,

68

(6.2)



where Ii and';' arC' thl" spin angle shown in Fig. 6.t. Pz and Pzz are vector and tensor
The tensor analyzing power Au, A", and A" satisfy til(' identity

Pry

Pxx

Px:r

:3 . 2 P )")'-'2 Pzz sIn cos t;lSIIl y,

3
2 Pzz sin pcos pcos C/>,

:3. .
-27'zzslnpcosPsln';'.

~Pzz(3sin2psin2c/>-I),

~ 1'00 (3sin 2 peos
2

" -1).
:2 --

~ Pzz (:3eos
2 Ii - 1) , (6.3)

spherical to Cartesian

A,

A,.,

'JJ3iT II

-J3 T 22 - ~ T 20V2
1

J3T22 - J'2 T20

V2T20

(6.G)

polarizations. respectively, defined as Au + A,y + A" = 0 . (G.7)

Pz = N+ - N_, Pzz = 1 - 3No ,

where N+ + No + .\'_ = 1 . (6.4)

Thus four of the analyzing powers which appears above fOI the polarized deuteron

scattering with un polarized target are independent.

N+, .'Y_, alld .\'0 are the occupation probabilities of the deuteron substates with the

Spill projl"ctions I, 1, and O. respectively.

The qualltities defined are 1I0rmalized so that the vector quantities (PI> 7Jy, 7'" and

J\y) may vary between +1 and -1, the tensor quantities (Pry, PXXl py;:, and AxJ may

vary between +~ and ~l and the tensor quantities (PXT, pyy, Pzz, Axxl Ayy , and An)

may vary between +1 and -2. The spherical and Cartesian tensor analyzing powers

are related as follows:

Cartesian to spherical

T lO 0

Tl±l
V3

-iTA y

1
120 J'2A"

I
T2±1 'fj3An

1
(65)T2±2 'f 2V3 (Au - A,,)
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B. Magnetic elements of RIKEN PIS (Adiabatic passage field for the strong field transition)

(Sextupole magnets)

40-20 0 20
POSITlON(mm) [ente, = Omm]

40

2
Main coil current [A]

200

250

a) Excitation of the SIT magnetic field (@center)

300

b) SIT filed for adiabatic passage
100 rr-~,--r~~,..-~~,,--~~~~--ro~,.--,-,

80

"I 70

~

~
r;::

b) Pole Tip Field of the 2nd Sextupole magnct

10
Probe Posilion(cmJ

a) Pole Tip Field of the 1st Sextupole magnet

Probe Posilion[cm]

Figure 6.2: The pole tip fields of thc first (a) and the second (b) sextupolc magncts.
The entrance aperture of the first magnct is small as 14 mmo so as to have a strong
field.

Figure 6.3: (a) Excitation function of the SFT magnetic field measured at the center
of thc magnetic polc. (b) Thc magnetic field strcngth of thc adiabatic passage SFT.
The field gradient can be varied indepcndcnt form the center ficld strength.
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(Adiabatic passage field for the weak field transition) (Magnets for ECR ionizer)

5010 20 30 40
Probe Position [em]

0.00
-10

~ 1.25

"III
~ 1.00

.c
00 0.75

~
~ 0.50

~
i>: 0.25

a) Axial field strength of the ECR mirror magnet

1.50

0.5 0.75
Main coil currenl [A]

a) Excitation of the WFr magnetic field (@center)

40 rr-.-r-r--,-r-r-.-r-r-.-r-r---,--r-r---,--r-r---,--~~

30

"

i 20

.;:

figure 6.5: (a) Axial magnetic field strength of the ECR mirror magnet with a
typical parameters of III A (1st coil) and 96 II (2nd coil). (b) Radial magnetic field
strength or the ECR sextupolc permancnt magnet (131l = 53.11 Gauss/cm 2 ).

b) Radial field strength of the ECR sexlupole magnet

7.5 10 12.5
Probe Position [em]

15

o
o 0

o

o

o 0
Q .0

o. d

o

o

o

a
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o

1250
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~
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~ 0

"" 500
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i>:

"
'"
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:
;::g

60 80
posilion[mm)

20

b) WFr filed for adiabatic passage
25 rr-..,....,,....,-.-~~:,-,~-.-~~..,....,,....,-.-~~

Figure 6.4: (a) Excitation function of the WFT magnetic field measured at the center
of thc magnctic polc. (b) Thc magnetic field strcngth of thc adiabatic passage WfT.
The field gradient can be varied independent form thc center field strength.
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c. Hyper fine structure of the deuterium atom

The spin dependent part of the Hamiltonian of atomic deuterium with a magnetic

field § in terms of total, nuclear and electron spin operators ft, T, and I is represented

Here l' is the strength of the- magnetic field in the- unit of B, = III G. The energies

and the deuteron polarizations for the six eigen states are- shown in Fig. 6.6 as a

function of the magnetic field strength of.r = B/ B,.

(68)

\\'he-re- 91 are- 9J are- g-faclors for deuteron and C'!e-ctron. respe-ctivC'!y, ",\' and i'a are-

-I

- 2 L-l--'-LLU.lit--'--'--'--'JJ.UL----'--.L.U.J-WJ

to-2 to-I toO 101
MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH S/Sc

TENSOR POLARIZATION

0.. a

,.
5 F=3/2

F:l/2

Figur" 6.1: Vector and tensor polarization of the deuteron

-2 e::..--~~----'--~~~-'----'~~.L-l-"-.J
o 1 2

MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH B/Bc

Figure- 6.6: II "pe-r fin" states. ":;11" = hx:321,,1 \ll1z and B, = III G
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(/2 = 3,b2 = 2 3 +.r + .,2 + 3" + 1

--I-(c311.0 >II~.-~ >J +d3 11,-1 >/I~,~ >J)
c5+4 22 --

.j2 1( I 2)c3 =3,d3 =2 -3+.r+ x2
- 3x+l

1 1
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1 1 1 1 I
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II>
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nucl"ar and 130hr magneton, respectively. and (\ is the hyper fine splitting energy of

..:; IV = hx :l27.,1 ~llIz. The eigen-states of the Ilal1liltonian are- analytically obtained
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Thc absolutc valucs of the deuteron polarization have been obtained on the basis

of the analyzing powers of the 12C(d,p) 13 Cgnd reaction which were measured at the

I\yushu University tandem accelerator laboratory. Detail description on the experi-

E. NN scattering amplitudes

The NN scattering amplitudes of Bystricky parameters AB, BB, CB, DB, EB are

obtained by using a code SAID [33]. In the convention of Bystricky, iViV amplitude

is written as;

mt"nt can be found in [4.5J.

fT
10.0 ":

~"-- 1.0
b
'0

12C(~ p)13Cgnd [Ed

rr I

°0

14 MeV]
fro" = ~((AB +BB) + EB (a'. iI + a 3

.,,)

+ (AB - BB)(a' ") (a3
. iI)

+ (C'B + DB) (a' ej) (a3 eiJ

+ (CB - DB) (aJ Ii) (a3 Ii)). (6.9)

J]ere the amplitudes are complex functions of two variables, e.g. the scaUNing anglc

O,v,v in the NN center of mass system and the scattering encrgy T,v,v in the targel-rcst

frame. Thc center of mass system basis vcctors arc:

I

::BoY''B~z.
~ .... ·0.......
is: •• ' ••••• •••••

~-:~EB~ Ayy ••.• .••.• Axz

~ 0.0. ,.' • .' .. ..

-1.0 '

25 50 75 100 125 15025 50 75 100 125 150

(6.10)

where [i and [1 are the initial and final momenta, respectivcly. TIlt" amplitudes arc

normalizcd such that

du/dn,v,v = IABI2+ IBBI 2 + ICBI2 + IDBI2 + I£BI2 (fm2/sr) (6.11)

The KMT parameters A, B, C, £, and F, by which the NN scattering amplitude is

written as;

I;~,v(T,O)=A+C(a'ii + a3 iI)+B(a'it)(a3 it)

+e(a'· ej) (a3
. q) + F(a'· Ii) (a3

. Ii). (6.12)

The I<MT parameters and the Bystricky parameters are related thorough

SCATTERING ANGLE [lab.]

Figure 6.8: Diffcrential cross sections and thc analyzing powers for thc 12C(d,p)'3Cgnd
reaction.

A

13

J
2"(A B + BB)

J
2(A B - BB)
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F. Parameterized deuteron wave function

The deuteron wave function can be represented by summation of S-state (L = 0) and

D-state (L = 2) components as:

TIl<' dirrerential cross sections are
1,' = Us +,pv (G.I;3)

J

dfJ/d0.,v,\ = 2 (IAI 2 + II.W +21CI 2 + IDI 2 + IEI 2
) (fm2 /sr) (G.14)

By usiug til(' 1,,,11 paranl<'tc>r, The impulse approximation calculations in chapter I

for til(' dl' "'astic scattering were made by using the I,,,IT parameters.

and each components is given as follows:

potential [43J in Ref. [cI4J. The radial parts of the deuteron wave functiou. U(T) and

11'(,') is given in both configuration space and momentum spaces as follows.

13

U(T) L C) exp( -111,'-)
J=1

WiT) 3 )
r11,;1·2

(6.18)

(6.19)

The masses m, are chosen as m) = a + (j - 1)mo , with m o = 1Jm- l , where a is a

typical deuteron diameter defined by

79

2mRIEv l/h = 0.231G24G1Jm- l
.

mR : reduced mass

ED : the deuteron binding energy

The values of the parameters C, and D) are listed in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Co<'fficients of tbe parameterized deuteron wave function.

G. Spin projection operator T I2

The triplet spin projection operator T I2 defined as

T I2 1 (3 - -)= 4 . +O'I '0'2 (6.21)

0.88688076e+ 00
-0.34717093e+00
-0.30502380e + 01

0..,)6207766e+ 02
-0.74957:j:34e+ 0:3

OSn6.527ge+0·!
7 -0.22706863e+05
8 0.6043446ge+05
9 -0.10292058e+06

10 0.11223:357e+06
II -0 7.592.5226<,,+ 05
12 0.29059715e+05
13 -4.81.573680e+03

0.23135193e-OJ
-0.85604572e+00

0.56068193e+01
-0.69162922<'+02

0.416:31118<,+ 03
-012.546621 e+O·!

0.12387830e+04
0.33739172e+04

-0.13041151 e+05
o19512524e+05

-l.-56:343237e+04
6.62310892e+03

-J .16981847e+03

has eigenvalues of 1 and 0 for the triplet and singlet deuteron spin functions:

T '2 IS" = 1, 'If" = +1)

T
I2 IS'" = 1, .\/" = 0)

T
I2

ISd = I, !\l" = -1)

T
I2 IS" = O. ill" = 0)

Therefore T I2 11/2. m, )[1/2, m2) becomes:

(6.22)

0.4

03
,

g 0.2

0.1

0.0
0 2.5

S-wave
D-wave

5 7.5 10 12.5 15
r [fm]

T I2 11/2, + 1/2)11/2, +1/2)

T"11/2 ± 1/2)11/2, t=1/2)

T'2 11/2, -1/2)11/2, -1/2)

It is also easily obtained that

11/2, +1/2)11/2. +1/2)

1
2'(IJ/2,+1/2)ll/2,-1/2) + 11/2.-1/2)11/2,+1/2))

il/2. -1/2)11/2. -1/2) (62:3)

(624)

Figur<' 6.9' Radial part of the deuteron wave function in configura,tion space.
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H. Analyzing power measurement at Ed = 200 MeV

Th(' analyzing power A y(900) and Ayy (900) for the d-I' elastic scattering has been

determined at E~ab = 200 MeV. The final goal of this measurement is a direct cali

bration of ill(' absolute values of the vector and tensor polarization of the deuteron

beams.

It is known that the analyzing powers for th(' deuteron induced r('actions with th('

spin parity structure

In RCl\P (Research Center for l\uclear Physics. Osaka unin'r,ity) there is a high

resolution spectrograpb GRAND RAlDEN [48] which was designed to have momen

tum resolution 61'/1' = 2.5x10-s RCNP Ring cyclotron can accclerat(' deuteron

up to 200 MeV. Highly polarized deuteron beam is provided by a newly constructed

polarized ion source [49].

First of all, we obtained a relation between th(' analyzing pow('rs A y and Ayy at

E~ab = 210 :-leV and those at E~ab= 200 :-[e\' for the d-p elastic scattering. In tl]('

(62-i)
measurenl('nt the beam polarization was monitor('d by using a scat I('ring chamb('1

for ('xampl(' til(' IGO(d, 03)11 S- reaction, have til(' following modd-ind('pendent relations[.16].
(a). After bombarding the target at the position (a), the energy of the beam was

reduced to 200 :-leV by an aluminum degrader at the entrance of the bending magn('1

1'20 + 16 1'22 = -,)2 ( <=> I\yy = -1)

liT l tl 2+ ~IT2012 + IT2t1 2+ ITd2 = I

The t('nsor polarization can b(' calibrated by utilizing the first rclation and.

(626)

(6.27)

(b). The analyzing power at Oc,m, = 90' were measured by using a scaUering chamber

which was used as the beam polarization monitor. Ay(900) and l\yy(90') at E~tb =

200 :-leV were obtained as follows.

Table 6.3: The analyzing powers Ay and Ayy at Oc-m. = 90°.

quently. til(' \'('ctor polarization is also calibrat('d with the help of Ill(' s('cond relalion.

In a low energy region there are experiments for the purpose of th(' deuteron po-

larization calibration by utilizing the IGO(d.03)11.\,' reaction [·11). However in the

interm('diate ell('rgy region such kind of the experiment has not been reported so far.

The measurement of the IGO(d,03)"1,\', reaction requires an ultra-high energy reso-

lution since the energy separation of I"N' is small. The energy resolution ±100 keV

Table 6.2: Excited states in 1'1 \'.

Ex (I\leV) jr
00 0.000 1+
01 2.319 0'"
02 3.9·18 1+
03 4.915 D-
Ol ·5.106 2-

is required to distinguish 03 from 0'1'

8:j

270
200

-0.391 ± 0.007 0.478 ± 0.016
-0.447 ± 0.007 0.427 ± 0.01:3
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Supplement (published paper)

Th(' exp('rimental data of all components of the analyzing pow('rs and the differ

"lItial cross s<'(tiolls havc b""11 publishcd in til(' pap('r Physics L('tl<'rs B367(1996)60

with th" titl" "\lE,\SCHE\IE\T OF TIlE \'ECTOH .\.\1) TE\SOI{ .\\.\LYZI\C:

POWERS FOR THE d-p ELASTIC SC.'\TTERli\G AT E~ab = 270 \Ie\'" (Editor:

II. II. Si"J1lss"n, .\cceptcd: 07-Nov-199.5).
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Abstract

The differential cross sections and the vector and tensor analyzing powers

Ay , .4 yy , ..-lxx. and A.r= for the d-p elastic scattering were' mea.,:;ured at E~ab

= 270 :-le\' over the c,m. angular range from .'){O to 138°. The data are

compared with a raddeev calculation. A good description is obtained for all

components of the analyzing powers, while a discrepancy of about 30% is

found in the cross section around Bc,m. = 120°,
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There is a wide interest in how well few-nucleon systems can be described by using

nucleon-nucleon (NX) interactions determined by .Vs scattering data. Among the few-

nucleon systems, the nucleon-deuteron (Xd) scattering is a rich source of information on

the XX interaction. The vector and tensor spin observables of the Nd scattering are useful

to examine the spin dependent part of the iVA interaction. the spin-orbit force and the

tensor force. In the low energy region the Nd scattering, except for the analyzing power

A•. is well described by a Faddeev calculation with realistic NN interactions [I]. In the

internH'diale energy region, at an incident deuteron energy (/~'~ab) of several hundred ,\Ie\',

experimental data of denteron polarization obsen'ables for the Nd scattering are scarce. Since

the high('r partial waves and the large momentum beha\'iors of the ,vN interaction become

significant with increasing the scattering energy. it is interesting to investigate whether or

not observables of til<' ,vd scattering in the intermediate energy region can be described by

a I"adeleev calculation in a similar manner. Such a study is useful and also helpful for the

analysis of til(' forthcoming CESAF data on few-nucleon :;y,tems since the large momentum

behavior is one of the central topics there [2.3].

In this work, diffe-rential cross sections and all components of the analyzing powers A
g

•

Agg • AIr' and lin for the d-p elastic scattering were measured at E~ab = 270 ~JeV over

the c.m. angular range from 57° to 138° with a high statistical precision and the results

were compared with a Faddeev calculation with the Argonne V,,, potential [4J. The Faddeev

calculation with the full NN partial wave interactions of j :<:= 4 was made by extending a

calculation of j :<:= 3 [5] with a new method of separable expansion USE (unified separable

expansion) [61.

The measurement was performed at the RII<E . Accelerator Research Facility (RARF).

The vector and tensor polarized deuteron beams were provided by the n('wly constructed

polarized ion source [7,8] and at first accelerated up to 14 MeV by the injector AVF cyclotron

and then up to 270 ~lcV by the main Ring cyclotron. The deuteron beams of intensity of

10 30 ni\ bombarded a polyethylene (CH2) target with a thickness of 8.1 mg/cm 2 I"ou[

pairs of detectors wer(' placed symmetrically in the directions of azimuthal angles left, right,

up, and down. Each detector consisted of an ;\[102A plastic scintillator with a thickness of

1 em coupled to an 111161 photo-multiplier tube. An aluminum block was placed in front

of the plastic scintillator to degrade the kinetic energy of the scattered particles such that

their energy loss in the plastic scintillator was maximized. The detection of the scattered

deuterons and recoil protons in a kinematic coincidence was essential to discriminate the d-p

elastic scattering from other scattering processes such as th(' elastic scattering from carbon

or the deuteron break-up process. Scattering angles in th(' c('nt('r of mass system Oem. w('re

determined by the angl('s of recoil prolons 0P' The opening angle of til(' prolon detector ::"0"

was ±1.l·IO. The deuteron detector was designed to be large enough to cover the solid angle

determined by the proton detector. For the special case in which the outgoing deuteron and

proton have t he same laboratory angle of nearly 30°, the d-p elastic scattering was me<tsured

by two p<tirs of detectors in the horizontal and vertical planes. The two p<trticles could

be clearly distinguished by their dirrerent energy losses in the plastic scintillator and the

dirrerences between their time of night from the target.

The data were taken with polarized and un polarized beams of the theoretical maximum

values (pz· pzz) = (In· I), (0. 2). ( 2/3.0). and (0.0), wher(' 1'2 and I'zz are vector and

tensor polarizations. respectively, and are defined as

(I)

N+, }'I'_, and ,vo are the occupation probabilities of the deuteron substates with the spin

projections I, I, and 0, respectively. The polarization modes were changed cyclically at

intervals of 20 seconds by switching the RF transition units of the ion source. A polarization

monitor system, which was installed downstream of the target, also utilized the d-p elastic

scattering at Oc.m. = ±90° as a polarization analyzer. The beam polarizations were monitored

continuously and were found to be 60-70% of the theoretical maximum values throughout

the experiment. The absolute values of the beam polarizations have been calibrated by using

the [2C(d,p)[3Cgnd reaction at E~ab = 14 MeV. The energy of 14 MeV corresponds to the
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injection ellergy of Lhe main Ring cycloLron. The analyzing powers for the 12C{d. p)'3Cgnd

reaction at E~ab = 14 iVleV have been measured in advance by using the well calibrated

polarized deuteron beam at the Tandem van de Graaf accelerator of I\yushu C'niversity

[7]. For the polarization monitor system, the analyzing powers A y and A yy of the d-p

elastic scattering at 270 1\leV have been determined under the assumption that the deuteron

polarization was maintained and stable during the acceleration. The depolarization during

til(' acceleration process is expected to be negligible since the anomalous magnetic moment

This meL hod does not require an accuraLe knowledge of Lhe detector geometries and/or

efficiencies of the detection system. The analyzing powers A y, Ayy , and. III extracted by

Eqs. (3) were averaged over three polarization modes.

In the measurement of the tensor analyzing power An, the spin symmetry axis was

rotated into the horizontal plane and inclined to ;3 = 142.2° ± 0.7° where J is the angle

between the beam direction and the spin symmetry axis by using a Wien filter system [11].

The d-p elastic scattering yields for" = n/2 and -n/2 (left and right) are written by using

of the "ellteron is small and consequently no depolarization resonance is passed through

during the acceleration up to no l\le\·.

The analyzing powers Ay, A yy , and Au were measured simultaneously with the deuteron

spin normal to the horizontal plane. The analyzing powers are defined in the xy= frame of

z// k" iJ // k, x k j , and :i: // iJ x z, where k, and k j are the incident and scattered deuteron

momenta. respectively. Follo\\'ing the l\ladison convention [9.IOJ. yields of the d-p elastic

s("at tpring with lllP deuteron polarization (pz, pzz) can be written as

.J as

.\"pol(0,=Fn/2) = "1'01 l\'unpol(O, =F
n

/2) [1 ± ~ pzzJlx,(0)sin23
l1 unpo! ~

+ ~ pzz{An(O) sin 2 p + 11,,(0) cos';3)] .

Ar , can be extracted from these yields as

.\"(0.-n/2) - 1\"'(0.n/2)
An{O) = Pzz sin 2,1

(4)

(5)

lIere '\"1'01 and .vunpol are the yields with polarized and unpolarized beams. respectively, n

. .\'unpol(O, ¢) [ 3
.\',ul(O. ,,) = 1/ pol~ I + "2 PZA y ( 0) cos 6

+ ~ pzz{Axx{O) sin 2 q, + Ayy(O) cos 2 q,)J . (2)

and were averaged over three polarization modes.

The measured vector and tensor analyzing powers arc plotted in Fig. I. The elTor bars

are statistical only. There remains a systematic elTor of ±2% from the uncertainty of the

normalization of the beam polarization. Ax, has an additional uncertainty of ±2% from the

is the number of deuterons incident on tbe target. 0 is the scattering angle, and <:> is the

azimuthal angle (with respect to the beam) between the normal to the scattering plane and

the spin symmetry axis. The azimuthal angles q, for four pairs of detectors in tbe directions

of left, right, up, and down are 0, n, -n/2, and n/2 radian, respectively. From Eq. (2), by

using normalized yields .\"(0.0) = S::·:::~:::~~:::~Ol 1AY1 Ayy . and Axr were extracted as

4 to) = .\"(0.0) - ,\"(0, n)
• y 3Pz'

Ayy(O) = .\"(0,0) + l\"(O,n) -2,
Pzz

Arx(O) = N'(O, -n /2) + ,\"(0, n /2) - 2 . (3)

Pzz
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uncertainty of (3.

The differential cross sections were measured separately with an un polarized deuteron

beam. The diameter of the beam spot on the target was less than 2 mm. The target was a

polyethylene film with a thickness of 40.5±0.8 mg/cm 2 The d-p elastic scattering data were

measured on the left and right sides of the beam direction by two pairs of detectors whose

setup was basically the same as in the analyzing power measurement. Aluminum degraders

were not used in this cross section measurement to avoid the loss of deuteron and proton flux

by interactions in the degrader material. The differential cross sections are shown in Fig. 2.

The statistical uncertainties, which are smaller than the size of the solid circle symbols, are

within ± I% for all angles. Since the measured yields of left and right counters agreed within
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±:j'Yc" t1w error arising from a geometrical misalignment of the counters, efficiencies of the

data taking system, and background subtraction, is estimated to be less than ±3%. There

rcmains a systematic error due to incomplete charge collection of the beam. It is estimated

to be smaller than ±.5%. The total uncertainties in the final cross section are statistical

error of ±l% and a systematic error of ±6% .

It should be noted that the proton knock-out reaction from the carbon contained in the

polycthylenc target might influence the result of the d-p elastic scattering measurement since

som(' of I hc final products of the knock-out reaction "('(d. dp)ll B are indistinguishable from

t hose of thc d-p e1a;,tic scattering. We have measured coincidence yields of deuterons and

protons with a carbon target at an angle corresponding to Oc.n" = 86,6° of the d-p elastic

scaltering, The contribution of the 12C(d, dp)" B knock-out reaction to the measured d-p

clastic scattering is found to be less than 1%.

,\ thrc(~body calculation with a separable expansion method [.5] was performed for the

d-l' elastic scaltering at E~ab = 270 \Ie\', The d-p scattering I-matrix is approximated by a

modificd d II scattering I-matrix which is corrected for the effect of the Coulomb distortion

in the nlanncr of Rcf [12J. The d-n scattering I-matrix is obtained by solving the Faddee\

equation with an lVl\ interaction, The calculation was performed with the full two-body

interactions for j ~ 4 involving 9° coupled channels for the scattering system. To solve the

equation with a large number of coupled channels as in the present case, a separable expan

sion method is suitable. In the present calculation, the Argonne Vl4 potential is employed

and converted to a separable series by USE, The advantage of USE is that the separable

series converges quickly. By using a separable two-body I-matrix, two-dimensional integral

Paddee\' equations are reduced to coupled one-dimensional integral equations, The resulting

one-dimensional couple I integral equations are converted to a matrix with :32-point Gaussian

quadrature on a deformed contour. From the obtained matrix, a Born series is produced for

the three-body on-shell scattering amplitude by using the Pade approximation which makes

the Born sNies converge.

The results of the calculation with the NN interaction of j ~ 3 and those of j ~ 4 are
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shown in Fig. I and 2, All components of the analyzing powers arc reproduced well, Since

the tensor analyzing power Ax" which is known to be sensitive to the tensor part of the

NN interaction at low energies. is described well, i might indicate that the tensor part of

the Argonne VI4 potential is determined adequately, Inclusion of the j = ~ wave slightly

improves the fits of the calculated analyzing powers especially for lIn. By Witala cI (lL,

'addeev calculations with j ~ 4 have been performed at E~tb = 131 ~leV and 187 ~Ie\' [1:1).

They also reported that the inclusion of the j = 4 higher partial wave only slightly changes

the theoretical prediction with j ~ :1.

In contrast. the fit to the differential cross sections is poor. The calculated cross scrt ions

are 30% smaller than the experimental values at angles around 0o,,,,. = 120° where thc noss

sections have a millimum. inclusion of the j = II partial wav(' doc:; not improve the prcdic-

tion obtained with j ~ :3, In order to see the energy dependence of this disagrecmcnt. wc

have performed calculations with j ~ :3 for deuteron incident energies of 1:30 ~Ie\' and !!)O

\\e\' and compared these with the existing experimental data [1.1.15J in Fig. 2. 1\ote that

the differential cross sections are not presented in Ref [1:3]. Th(, calculated different ial fross

sections are persistently smaller than the measured values, This might imply that a tnning

of the Argonne VI4 potential is needed although the analyzing powers are described well

with it. Moreover. it is interesting to investigate whether the fit is improved by an explicit

inclusion of the delta degrees of freedom whose effect on the three-nucleon bound state has

been recently examined in Ref. [16]. Pinally, it would also be interesting to study the role

of relativity [17] which is one of the current issues in the study of the few nucleon systems,

[n summary, differential cross sections and analyzing powers A y , A yy , Ax", and Au for

the d-p elastic scattering were measured at E~ab = 270 MeV. Three-body calculations using

a separable expansion method USE were performed including the XA partial wave interac

tions of j ~ 3 and j ~ 4. It is found that the analyzing powers are described fairly well while

the calculated differential cross sections are smaller by about :10% than the experimental

values at around Oc,,,,, = 120°, A discrepancy of similar si'e is also found in fits to the data

at lower energies. E~ab = I;JO i\leV and 190 \Ie\'.
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FIGl"RES

FIC.1. The veclor and tensor analyzing powers for the d-p elastic scaltering at E~ab = no

Me\·. The error bars are statistical ones only. Dashed and solid curves are the results of Faddeev

calculations with I he Argonne VH N·.\' interaction for j::::: 3 and j :::::1, respectively.

FIC. 2. The differential cross sections for the d-I' elast ic scat tering at E~'b = 130 ~k\' [11]. 190

!\JeV [IS], and 2,0 !\le\' (present data). The systematic errors are not shown in the figure. Solid

and dashed curvE'S are I he same as in Fig. I
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